
LOPRO WHITE/AMBER MICRO SIZED HD 

BEACON W/ PORTABLE MAGNETIC MOUNT BASE 

& USB CHARGING CABLE 

SKU:1007777

SKU:1007778
Tech Support: (847) 327-0073 Ext. 3 

1. Product Overview:

Elevate your safety and visibility with our cutting-edge  White and Amber Wireless Micro Sized Strobing Wig Wag HD

Beacon. Designed to meet the demands of a diverse range of industries, this compact marvel is a beacon of innovation.

Whether you're a first responder, a construction worker, a truck driver, or simply in need of reliable signaling, this beacon is

your go-to solution. This amazing little powerful 360 degree warning light gives users 16 patterns for up to 20-hours of

running time of full charge.
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2. Product Highlights:
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•  Triangular three-dimensional shape:

The bottom has a magnetic absorption function, which can adsorb the product on the surface of iron products.

Can be attached to the side, back, and top of the car

• With 27 High Brightness LEDs:

Built-in synchronization, single dual mode, equipped with white LED, strobe, lighting, and warning integration.

• Integrated Charging:

After the product connects the charging power, the red light lights up, and stands for charging. The green light comes on 

to indicate the completion of charging.

• Small Size: easy to install, multi-purpose.

Hanging: Hanging rope is attached and can be hung at will with support.

Put On Vehicle: Can be placed directly in the front and rear windshield of the vehicle, convenient to use.

Road Warning: Optional accessory cone plug, which can be combined with the cone to increase warning effect.



Tech Support: (847) 327-0073 Ext. 3 

3. Technical Parameters, Operation Instructions:

LED Amber+ White 

Viewing Angle: 360° + face 

SKU:1007777  SKU:1007778

LOPRO Wireless Strobing Micro Beacon 

Appearance: Black 
Flicker: 12 modes for single machine, 

4 modes for synchronizations 

Dimensions: 9cmXcmX2.2cm Usage: 20 hours 

Weight: �145g Charging Time: 4 hours 

Installation: Magnetic Base Waterproof Rating: IP67 

Key: 0 Turn on/ turn off buttons 

Press the button for 2 seconds to start up and enter the synchronous mode. Double 
click the button to enter the single mode. Hold the power button for 2 seconds to 
shut down in the single mode. When in the synchronous mode, hold the power 
button for 2 seconds to shut down multiple machines. 

"M" is the mode switch key, and switch the flashing mode in order 

"R" is the control key of face mode, switch face blink mode in sequence 

4. Equipment Maintenance:

If the product is not in use for a long time, it should be charged with 50%-80% electricity before storage, and then

stored in a dry and cool environment, and charged every 6 months. If storing for a long period of time, occasionally flip

product to other side to limit self-discharge. The lithium battery inside the product may self-discharge due to

ambient temperature and humidity. High temperature and wet temperature will accelerate the self-discharge of the

battery, so it is recommended to store the warning lamp in a dry environment of 32°-68° when not in use. Energize the

product (working voltage as required). Use the buttons on the product to control each function of the lamp, and all

functions are normal. Rule out possible damage due to transportation.
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